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The ombudsman
I have received an OIA reply from MAF as per attached which has had a number of questions
which I have asked to various people forwarded to them for answers.
I wish to have the ombudsman to investigate
•
•

•

•
•
•

and review the answers which I have received as indicated below 1-5
whether MAF has treated me unfairly in withholding information over the past 4 ½ years
especially prior to November 2008 when large chunks of information were screened out
of the documents which I requested.
the granting of approved Organisation status to a nonexistent entity Animal welfare
institute of New Zealand and MAFs failure to ensure that this “ organisation existed as
claimed and functioned in the acceptable manner of the claimed structure and nature of
that organisation type
Why MAF dealt with a trading name and did not enquire or know as to who it represented.
Why Maf seemingly condoned a false application and allowed the approved Organisation
to exist and continue to operate once they were aware that the application was false.
Why MAF never verified the existence of AWINZ( Animal Welfare institute of New Zealand )

With regards to the attached reply to my latest OIAs
1. I asked Mr. Key

The reply came from MAF, the question has been distorted below is also the chain of delegation.

With respect to this question I ask that the ombudsmen
a. To obtain an answer to this question from Government with regards to state
capture as requested. MAF was not the department which is best suited to answer
this question.
New Zealanders need to know where to address questions of state capture , it is
an internationally acknowledged form of corruption , I gave an example of how it
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is occurring in new Zealand, if we do not acknowledge that such corruption exists
then it can never be addressed .
b. To investigate if government is aware of the concept of state capture , if not why not
and what is being done to ensure this aspect is being addressed.
We cannot remain ignorant on this issue as to remain ignorant is to allow the
doors to this type of corruption to remain wide open.
2. With regards to the application of AWINZ to the minister for approved status I asked

The reply which came back was evasive and did not address the fact that the application had been
made by one person( Wells ) on behalf of a group, without any evidence that he had the authority
to act for any one individually or for them as a group.
He also made out in the application that the “organisation “ which he was applying on behalf of
existed, by giving a name and registered office for a fictional group.
Had Mr Wells made the application for himself but used a false name for himself would their
approach have been the same? This is effectively what he did but sought to confuse by the
pretence that AWINZ ( which he subsequently created ) existed at the time.
Mr Wells had been speaking of this Organisation for about a year and had made applications for
funding in that name also ( and received money ) the pretence at all times was that this
organisation existed when in reality prospective trustees had tentatively met once at the
request of Waitakere city Council.
The first part of the question was totally avoided , the second part was addressed by stating that
the approved status had been revoked.. That does not make the existence of this fictional law
enforcement organisation acceptable. This trading name and whoever was behind it had
legislative powers from January 2001 until January 2011.

With respect to this issue I would like the ombudsmen to investigate
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a.

Why a fictional organisation was allowed to exist for as long as it did after having
brought the fraudulent application to the attention of the minister and Maf in
2006.

b. Why the relinquishment was accepted from persons who have no claim or proof of
being the same entity as the approved organisation.
c. Why it took a year from the time that the so called trustees asked for the status to
be relinquished , for it to be actioned.

3. With regards to the quest ion

Since accountability to the public was a factor as prescribed by the animal welfare act section 122
there is a need to know who the accountable person/ persons is/ are.
What brought me into this matter was the seeking of accountability for Mr Frittmann who had lost
his cat due to an illegal action of a inspector appointed and accountable to AWINZ.
The reply to this question was

If MAF did not hold the information as to who comprises AWINZ or what AWINZ was how could
the accountability provisions have been satisfied? Who did they audit who did they contact? How
could MAF have dealt with an Unknown ?
I therefore seek the ombudsman to
a. Establish who would be accountable to the public in circumstances such as the
euthanasia issue of Mr Frittmann’s cat.
b. Who was accountable at the time of Mr Frittmans cats death 21/4/2004
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4. The question

Was evaded and the word Contract was taken to the most extreme literal form. There was a
document signed between MAF and AWINZ called an MOU in December 2003 which in some
circumstances are deemed to be contracts.
The document was none the less signed a copy of this can be found at
http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20MAF.pdf
This document calls for an agreement between Maf and AWINZ how could AWINZ agree to
anything when it did not exist and was not defined as to whom it represented?
It has all the hall marks of a formal legal document and states that it is an agreement between the
parties yet the reply is one typical of someone wishing to evade a question because they know it
will land them in trouble.

I therefore ask the ombudsman to investigate
a. The considerations which MAF gave to the requirement for an organisation to
actually exist
b. Whether MAF considered the various forms of legal entities
c. And if they considered or even knew that they were signing the MOU with a trading
name which did not define who the trading name was for.
d. How they could expect AWINZ to keep their side of the agreement when they did
not know who AWINZ was.
5. In the question

I suspect that initially MAF were un aware that AWINZ did not exist but after I questioned it in
2006 ( and Mr Frittmann in 2004 ) they should have had no doubt as there was no incorporation.
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It was only after we had incorporated a trust in the same name ( at that time it was the only
conclusive way of proving that no other registered trust existed by that name ) that MAF was
presented with a trust deed.
The deed which by this time without any further evidence did not prove existence of a trust ( due
to the trustees requiring to retire after 3 years and there not being any assets )

The reply makes it obvious that no consideration was given to giving legislative powers to a trading
name and as such I wish the ombudsmen to investigate
a. why this aspect was not give to the lawyers for consideration
b. why the Ministry of economic developments was not approached and asked for an
opinion as to the implications
c. why the “ organisation ” was allowed to continue to operate once they became aware
that it was not an identifiable and therefore an accountable entity.
d. What enquiries Maf made with regards to the implications of dealing with a “ trust”
for which they had no documentation.
e. If the Ombudsman believes that Mr Wells is truth full ( and therefore that I am doing
this because I am a malicious person ) the I ask the Ombudsmen to investigate why
Maf were actively assisting in the setting up of an approved status for an organisation
which did not exist.
I ask the ombudsmen to consolidate this with the other request which I made with regards to
obtaining the audit report.
I wish to point out that
Had any other resident other than a barrister done this they would have been charged by now , I
cannot understand why Mr Wells has apparent immunity and that I who innocently questioned
the existence ( or lack of ) of AWINZ has been pursued through court while MAf has condoned
these lies.
Ironically I am now being accused of being vindictive all I want is justice . This has been a long
time through court , no right to defence no right to judicial review and lies have been condoned
in court you need only look at Mr Wells evidence and the statement of claim to see that there are
two contradictory statements, Both having been treated by the court as true yet conflicting to
the degree that they contradict each other.
The statement of claim states hat the application to the minister for approved status was on 22
November 1999 , in his evidence before the court Wells goes to great trouble to convey to the
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court that this document was not the application but was in reality only a statement of intent. He
did this to cover for the fact that the deed did not exist at that time . he claimed that the
application was made at a later stage after the deed had been signed.
This was contradicted by an OIA to MAF which produced documents which showed that there was
only one application and that was the application dated 22 November 1999. And again this is
reflected in the Ministers document approving the application

The minister included the inc there by indicating that he had been of the impression that the
organisation existed as a body. Mr wells did not advise the minister of this mistake until after the
matter had been gazetted and then only in an evasive manner which disguised the fact that his
trust had no legal standing by any independent name.
What is more Mr Wells in his evidence to the court claims that MAF were assisting him in his
application and were aware that the organisation did not exist.
These statements are at the heart of what staff at the ombudsmen office are now accusing me of
being “ vindictive’ for. I am sorry But I thought that I had a right to ask Excuse me why doesn’t this
law enforcement body exist!
I have been severely punished for questioning the existence of AWINZ when in reality, if MAF had
done its work , My question of does AWINZ exist would have been answered by finding it registered
with the Ministry of economic developments. That would have been the end of it all . MAFS
negligence was my demise.
To show that Mr Wells produces diametrically opposed statements is below
The statement of claim read

In his evidence to the court Mr Wells makes a number of statements all relaying to the court that
there could not have been an application before he commencement of the act and that the
application in November was a statement of intent. There was a statement of intent this had been
sent in August . There is no doubt that the application in November was the only formal
application and the application MAF relied on.. even to the extent of relying on the wording of the
unsigned trust deed.
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The sworn evidence in court by Wells

And later
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In cross examination he confirmed

In his evidence to the court wells stated that MAF was complicit in the application for approved
status when the reality was that they had no part and were opposed to it. This is confirmed by a
letter from Maf to the minister 24 December 1999 which reads (Full copy here with)
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These are all-in sharp contrast with the statement in court by Mr. Wells with regards to the
application process which is as follows. As the contrast will show it was get this through at any
cost.
In the End MAF and treasury recommended declinature. Mr Wells then met with Bob Harvey
President of the labour party and the matter then went through to the labour Cabinet where it
was approved.
It has to be pointed out that Mr Wells and Bob Harvey worked on the campaign to get labour into
power in 1974 . Bob Harvey at the time was mayor of Waitakere city and more importantly was
also instrumental in driving the film industry in which Mr Wells played a large part by providing
animal welfare supervision for the animal action. So much so that he through the name of awinz
was prepared to give a false end title to the lord of the rings trilogy that no animals were hurt or
injured. See the American humane association report
Yet when I point out how Mr. wells lies and cheats I am called vindictive. What has happened to
freedom to speak the truth.. perhaps that is something else I should ask the ombudsmen to
investigate.
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This is the testimony in court which contradicts the MAF letter to the Minister.

I ask the Ombudsmen to fully investigate this matter in the interest of the public, lessons should
be learned from this and we the citizens should be able to ask for accountability without having to
suffer what I have had to endure.

Grace Haden 17/2/2011
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Purpose
1. lv11' Neil Wells applied to your nri'>dP't"'·pf'~"nV'
Animal Welfare Institute of
New Zealand (AWINZ).
as an approved organisation
under section 121
(the Act). An initial assessment ofthe
meet the requirements ofthe Act
application by
can make a definite recommendation to
Additional
the application A draft reply to i\1r Wells is

provides that any organisation whose principal purpose is
of animals can apply to the Minister for approval as an
under section 121 of the Act.
applicant must also meet
of the Act.
significant as, apart from :tv1AF inspectors and police officers, only
on the recommendation of approved organisations can
powers under the Act. Some of those powers are significant as they mclude
ability to inspect premises without a search warrant and to execute search warrants
the police being present. At this stage only the R.NZSPCA is an approved
i".U,.1.H"'''U~'U (through a transitional provision in the Act).
4. Over the past few years
Wells has canvassed with tv.1AF the possibility of promoting
an organisation other than the SPCA to enforce the legislation. His means for doing so
was to persuade the Waitakere City Council (WeC) to expand its animal (dog and stock)
control work to include animal welfare although animal welfare is not core local authority
business. MAF agreed to a pilot programme whereby wce animal control officers would
also be warranted as animal welfare inspectors. Mr Wells worked with the WCC to
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ensure that its officers had the necessary expertise and facilities to
This
suited 1VL'\F at the time because it reduced
made the delivery of animal welfare delivery more flexible.

LU".UU./S",

delivery. The
5. In mid 1998
undertook an in-depth review of arlimal welfare
(\vhich meant a
drivers were the impending corporatisation ofMAF Quality
to reach a firm view on
loss of most the Crown's animal welfare inspectors), and the
the role oflocal authorities for the purposes of the drafting of the Animal Welfare
6.

concluded that new organisations could have a role to l7'~r'j/,,'-- p.,ntr.r('llnfl
legislation but that local government
to deliver animal welfare services. It is not "T"'Ilr'11-rIT"'lrl'*,r>'-it",'<:'J"'J.'-J.<VV\CU
government functions without careful "VJ.~,",}.,",,'-'.'''''''vu
devolution of powers. Key stakeholders were consulted
that local authorities should not become involved in
conclusion was built into the Animal Welfare
U.LU-'.U<.LJ.

7. The
concluded that only organisations
should be able to engage
aware of the debate as the Committee e;Q.)~~~tl1
and
was present during the C01[1S11ii{~r:atlerr'jtclgy.:
8.

light
this decision your prE~~[::eS~Qr
until the Animal Welfare
comes into effect on 1
his proposal with
predecessor until

"'''''-Tn1'''''

on the bill

rO~7runrrle continuing only
passed on 7 October 1999 and
Wells had discussed an early draft of
application was not sent to your
then Mr Wells sought a final decision by 17
1999, to facilitate
continuing of the WCC

issues that preclude local authorities having an aninual
Mr Wells has promoted the formation of a charitable trust
deed states that its "principal purpose is to promote aninual

li'tttrl~LSsl;SSJment

of the application finds that it is quite clear that the application
et the criteria in the Act (sections 1 and
areas in which the
is deficient include accountability and
relationships; financial
ess and the principal purpose of AWINZ's work, with the accountability
of particular concern. Further details are
in the attached letter to

11. Given the outcome of this assessment and the fact that a decision on A WINZ was not
likely before 31 December 1999, MAF has advised the wce that the pilot programme
will not be extended and for inspectors warrants to be

Conclusion
12. A decision to approve an organisation under
implications
for this reason, it must
the criteria.

Act has significant public policy
clear whether the organisation has met

13. Mr Wells is unlikely to be satisfied with
the initial assessment or the decision to
withdraw the warrants as he has invested a considerable amount
in this exercise.
albeit at his own initiative. A meeting was
with :Lvir Wells on
December 19War:d .
the letter confirms the requirement for
to provide
milin1Nl~n
./'/~
"I
f
in a number 0
areas.
( ( (\
\,-

14.

the initial application was made to your predecessor
appropriate
initial wTitten response be from
if you agree.
attached for your consideration and
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W1flells is
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Recommendation
15. It is recommended that you sign the
agree/~

Jim Sutton
of Agriculture

